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It has been both an honour and 
privilege to see the students 
live our values of “I want to 
learn” and “do the right thing”; 
values which permeate the 
pages of this magazine. I have 
been proud to see our students 
grow and mature throughout 
the school year, and am 
appreciative of the staff who 
have provided them with so 
many wonderful opportunities, 
such as the ski trip, being part of 
the amazing school production 
of Bugsy Malone, university 
trips and robotics to name but 
a few. Despite all the activities 

the students took part in, I cannot write about the school 
year without mentioning the effect Covid-19 has had on 
the school. In many ways, I am sad for the students; sad 
that they did not get to go on the brilliant trips we had 
planned, and sad that they were unable to complete the 
end of their school year with their friends and teachers.  
The lockdown was an unprecedented time - never in 
our lifetime has there been such a global emergency. 

It was a surreal time in school, but together, whilst apart, 
we are part of this story. A story which will be told for 
many generations to come. A story of how the nation 
came together to save lives and in this, is more learning 
than you will ever know. In these tough times, we saw 
the children develop strength, resilience, patience and  
kindness. We may not realise it now, but this challenge 
and those qualities will hold all of us in good stead for 
whatever life throws at us. The students developed new 
ways to learn and teachers, new ways to teach; their 
learning was not in vain. Never has our school motto 
seemed quite more apt. “I want to learn”. Students had to 
develop independence and find their own motivation and 
we all found a new appreciation for our family, walks in 
the park and the things that really matter. ‘The best views 
follow the hardest climbs’.

I hope that all members of our community stay safe and 
well and I hope you enjoy reading about our school year 
as much as the students, staff and I enjoyed making the 
memories.

L. Swaine
Headteacher
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Mental Health in Schools Award

East Barnet School was delighted to be awarded the Carnegie Centre of Excellence for Mental 
Health in Schools ‘School Mental Health Award’ at Silver Level in March 2020. The school was 
recognised by the Lead Coach as having a warm and nurturing environment where staff and 
students are well supported. Key areas that were praised included:

• On-site counselling for students.
• Mindfulness for staff and students.
• Anxiety workshops for students in Year 11 and Year 10.
• Self-esteem workshops for Year 10.
• Wellbeing Warrior scheme launched this year.
• Partnership with iHeart, training staff to deliver workshops alongside their professionals in 

resilience.
• Barnet Resilient Schools project which aims to provide a whole school approach to mental 

health and resilience by providing schools with training and support to raise awareness of 
mental health and reduce stigma and discrimination for staff, students and families.

The school is leading on a wide variety of mental health partnerships in 
the area. They are in a CPD hub with three other local secondary schools. 
EBS has shared it’s good practice and opened it’s doors to others to visit 
the school. Leaders of mental health and wellbeing have visited the other 
schools to advise them on how to improve. The school is continuing to 
develop key partnerships within and beyond the borough such as the 
Resilience School Programme and has linked with outside agencies such 
as iHeart, Papyrus, the Autism Champion Programme and Feminista.

Remember, if you need to speak to anyone over the summer, you can contact Kooth:

The Winner of the House Cup 2020 - Tutu!
Check out the video announcement and messages from Heads of Houses and Ambassadors here: https://bit.ly/3fCRYJ8

https://bit.ly/3fCRYJ8
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AWARDS EVENING 2019

On 21st November 2019, we proudly hosted our 8th annual EBS Awards Ceremony. The event celebrated outstanding 
student achievement across our broad curriculum and recognised the outstanding attainment of individuals at KS3, 4 and 
5. Teachers were given the challenging task of nominating just two students from the whole school to receive each of the 
Faculty Trophies and two further students to receive personalised Faculty Commendations. The students were formally 
invited to the occasion and were accompanied by parents, family members and friends as their special guests. Our 
wonderful Deputy Head Girl and Boy - Danna Qoutteineh and Tom Watt confidently opened the event, welcoming over 
100 guests. Heads of Faculty and other subject representatives presented the awards on stage, describing the amazing 
characteristics and achievements of each of our worthy winners. It was a hugely positive and emotional experience for 
many in the audience. The look of surprise on some students’ faces when their names were revealed, was priceless!

The dining area of the school as always, was transformed for the evening with dressed tables, flowers, nibbles and drinks 
to create an impressive environment in which to host the prestigious ceremony. We always refer to it as our very own 
EBS Oscars! There were fantastic musical performances, firstly by the fabulously talented Scarlett Irish and then by Euan 
Williams who raced to attend the ceremony having already performed elsewhere early in the evening. He is a true star 
in the making! As part of the event we always invite a former student as a guest speaker to share their memories of EBS 
and inspire the students with stories of personal and professional success. This year we screened the amazing moment 
when Mr Sadler was crowned Digital Innovator of the Year at the Pearson National Teacher Awards (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_VsOPDj7mvI). We played his acceptance speech on the big screen and we were able to applaud him as if we 
were all there too in the arena!

The evening concluded with the presentation of three very special awards reflecting wider achievement in school. The 
Leadership, Governors’ and Headteacher’s trophies were awarded to Lottie Rachel, Ben Potter and Vittoria Cavarero; 
three inspirational young people who embody the “I want to learn” culture of EBS. Every student who received 
recognition on the night was presented their award on stage, personally congratulated by our Headteacher, Ms Swaine, 
and all were applauded by the audience comprising of very proud and emotional family members and friends. The 
evening was yet again a huge success and a highlight of the year. We very much look forward to planning the next Award 
Ceremony and can’t wait for the opportunity to celebrate further EBS student success!

TROPHY & COMMENDATION WINNERS 2019
Loren Abrahams Fawaaz Aullyar Daniel Banyard Samuel Brooks Belcher Lewis Bunyan
Vittoria Cavarero Nicole Cousins Evie Craggs Adam Craig Theodore Cross
Marcus Cummings Vincenzo Danny Peter Durrant Caelan Durston Fiona Fairbairn-Moreno
Amir Hossein Ganjkhany Raphael Georgiou Natalia Georgopoulos Daniel Gilder Raphael Goodman
Jasmine Hall Scarlett Irish Leya Koumourou Conor Koureas Megan Lam
Alina Loskutova Bipin Mahey Chloe Middleton Bhavika Mistry Naresh Mohamad Salim
Chloe Nash Ellie Nelson Brandon Neophytou Charlotte Oakley Elisabeta Paci
Oscar Packman Rowan Pankhurst Hannah Parsons Arjun Patel Kesia Patel
Kishen Patel Amy Perera Milla Petronic Benjamin Potter Lucy Pritchard
Lottie Rachel Aaliyah Razi Alan Rose Diana Sierra Torres Alexandra Skidmore
Natalie Swatowski Alexandra Tsiotsi Sten Volstad Reece Ward Euan Williams

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VsOPDj7mvI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VsOPDj7mvI
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Film Skool

This academic year, our students completed a unique and 
innovative course called ‘Film Skool’, one of the leading 
digital film-making workshops in London. Our students got 
the opportunity to produce professional short films, being 
mentored by professional filmmakers currently working in 
the Television and Film industry in the UK. 

‘Film Skool’ has been running for 16 years across select 
schools in London and students have produced some 
amazing and visually engaging films throughout the years 
from the ages of 11 to 18.

I feel very strongly that the films from East Barnet School 
over the past few years and in particular this year have 
been of the highest standard, the quality of the films in 
terms of their ambitious nature in terms of storytelling and 
narrative and the effort and enthusiasm displayed in all 
aspects of the film-making process. 

What makes it even more impressive is that all short 
films are shot in one day with students taking on the 
various technical film-making roles and getting real hands 
on experience making short films, as well as working 
with professional filmmakers which provides them with 
wonderful work experience. 

The students complete post production work on their short 
films for ‘Film Skool’ over a weekend. All students have the 
opportunity to edit their films using the professional editing 
software Final Cut and are supported and mentored during 
the editing process by freelance professional editors. 

It has been a real privilege to work with the students 
at East Barnet School. They have displayed immense 
creativity and imagination throughout the post production 
process and I look forward to working with the new 
cohort of filmmakers next year. We are looking forward to 
showcasing the films at the prestigious Mayfair Curzon 
Cinema in the West End post September and hope to see 
the whole school community there to celebrate film-making 
at East Barnet School! I am positive it will be a fantastic 
event and like past screenings, I am certain all guests will 
have a wonderful time. 

Film Skool will be offered to students after the big West 
End Premiere and we anticipate the course starting around 
October/November time.

I would like to thank Mr Polyviou for all his work behind 
the scenes of ‘Film Skool’ and his tremendous enthusiasm 
and energy and the way he inspires the young people to 
be creative and imaginative. ‘Film Skool’ would not be 
possible without Mr Polyviou’s efforts and we look forward 
to working with him in the future. Please get in touch with 
Mr Polyviou for more information regarding ‘Film Skool’.

Mr Alam, Head of Media Studies and Film Studies
at Queen Elizabeth’s Girls’ School

Chess Club

It has been a busy and successful year at Chess Club with 
the weekly lunchtime club being well attended with many 
students coming along every week. In total, around 60 
students (almost 5% of the school!) from all Key Stages 
tried out the activity at least once.

The success of the club is due, in large part, to the 
excellent work done by the many Sixth Formers who 
did Chess as part of their Leadership. Chess Leader for 
2019/20 was Samuel Hodgkinson who did truly amazing 
work. He never missed a session and helped create a 
positive, safe and encouraging environment for all.

We entered the school round of the UK Chess Challenge, 
described as the largest chess competition in the world, 
again this year and had a record 30 players sign up to 
compete. Last year’s champion, Peter Durrant, created 
an impressive spreadsheet that tracked players progress 
in the competition in real time. Although not all games 
got to be played due to the school closure, by that time 
one competitor had created an unassailable lead with 21 
points.

The EBS Chess Champion for 2020… is Archie Allen. 
Well done, Archie!

Also having played all their seven matches, there was a 
three-way tie for second position. Congratulations to Kai 
Shah, Simon Durrant and Sam Hodgkinson who all scored 
19 points.

Our extraordinary photography teachers, Mr Zane and 
Mr Polyviou, had planned to capture some images of the 
club this summer, but for this year we’ll have to use photos 
from their archive. 

As well as having fun in this school competition, remember 
that chess is a great way to develop critical thinking: 
analysing problems, evaluating options, developing 
resilience and having a growth mindset. We look forward to 
seeing you next year.

Mr Parsons, Chess Guru

Inspirational Teacher

Our very own, Ms Piazza was nominated for a University 
of Oxford Inspirational Teachers Award recently! First-year 
Oxford undergraduates were asked to nominate those who 
inspired them to apply to Oxford, fostered their passion 
for a particular subject or supported them through the 
application process, and Ms Piazza was nominated by 
former student, Lily Rachel. Well done, Ms Piazza!

We Made The Switch!

For our Open Evening in 2019, we made the decision to 
ditch our plastic bags, ordering potato starch compostable 
bags instead. Not only are they so much better for the 
environment, they feel really nice too! Following their 
success, we are making the commitment to never go back 
to single-use plastic carrier bags - hooray!

A Big Shout-Out To Sixth Form!

Firstly, in November, we 
shared some breaking 
news that based on 
progress, East Barnet 
School Sixth Form was the 
best state school in the 
whole of Barnet Borough - 
wow!

Secondly, in December, 
we found out that results in 
the Sixth Form had been 
consistently in the top 10% 
NATIONALLY for the last 
three years! We received 
a nice new certificate to 
commemorate our success!

Nikki is a BAFTA (and EBS) Star!

We were so proud to hear that one of our students, Nikki Christou, 
was being recognised and awarded by BAFTA for her inspirational 
contribution to the world. Not only is Nikki a worthy winner, but 
she is also the youngest recipient of The Special Award. Attending 
the event on 1st December, Nikki looked very comfortable on the 
stage accepting her award. To read more about this achievement, 
please visit www.bafta.org/children/features/the-special-award-
2019-nikki-lilly to be directed to the BAFTA website. Well done, 
Nikki!

Something to Read!

Whilst studying for her GCSEs, our very own Nikki has 
managed to write her own book! She is such an inspiration 
to us all and we are so proud of 
everything she has achieved. 
In her motivational guide, Nikki 
talks about her life; from baking 
to beauty, from social media 
and friendships to simply how to 
handle a bad day - Nikki shares 
her thoughtful insights into 
navigating the highs and lows 
of teen life. The book is not out 
until 1st October, but it is on 
pre-order from Waterstones or 
Amazon now!

Something to Watch!

During lockdown, Nikki has been filming a new CBBC 
series from home called, Nikki Lilly Bakes. Having 
previously won Junior Bake Off, Nikki has been putting her 
skills to the test and baking some delicious treats! Nikki’s 
Mum, described the experience:

“We have filmed ten short baking episodes under the
direction of the producer via Skype for CBBC over the
last few weeks. It is a series called Nikki Lilly Bakes which 
actually has it’s first showing on CBBC on Fridays at 
5.30pm. It will be weird watching it knowing that we filmed 
it all on our own in lockdown. We had to learn some new 
skills pretty quickly and Nikki had to do loads and loads 
of baking!! But at least it kept us all busy during such a 
stressful time.”

Another great achievement for Nikki! All showing times, can 
be found here: www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000k4sw

Archie Allen wins against Mr Parsons, 2016

Peter Durrant (now in Year 13!) developing his skills, 2014

http://www.bafta.org/children/features/the-special-award-2019-nikki-lilly
http://www.bafta.org/children/features/the-special-award-2019-nikki-lilly
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000k4sw
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Rewarding a Growth Mindset

We continue to encourage hard work at EBS and firmly believe the more you practice, the harder you work, the more 
challenges you take on, the more progress you will make. We learn from our mistakes. Many students across all year 
groups that have been demonstrating a growth mindset have been rewarded for their efforts. Some of these students 
have been fortunate enough to attend some super-curricular activities and guest speaker presentations designed to 
stretch them and inspire them to continue to work hard.

Guest Speakers

This year we have continued to welcome guest speakers from different fields and backgrounds to inspire, educate and 
motivate our students to want to succeed. 
In November, Year 10 welcomed Georgia Arnold, Senior 
Vice President of Social Responsibility at Viacom 
International Media Networks. Georgia spoke about her 
career with MTV and the amazing charity work she leads 
via the MTV Staying Alive Foundation. Students were 
engrossed throughout and found Georgia inspiring and 
meaningful. Sophia Zavrou Blackstock asked, “How can 
you make a good first impression to future employers?” 
Georgia suggested to look smart, presentable and 
be approachable, and emphasised the importance of 
punctuality! Georgia encouraged students to use social 
media for good, as she has with MTV Shuga; raising 
awareness for HIV/AIDS. Georgia convinced the audience 
to never give up and work hard to be successful.

In January, we welcomed Matt Segal, General Manager of 
Frederick’s fine dining restaurant in Islington to speak to 
our GCSE and Most Able Year 9 Food Tech students about 
the food industry, how to run a successful restaurant and 
what employers look for. Matt discussed the finances of 
fine dining (including why portions are small and why they 
charge so much for chips!) as well as deciding on menus 
and the importance of human interactions in a successful 
business. He took questions from the audience relating 
to setting up catering businesses and where he sees the 
industry in 10 years time. Vegan and vegetarian menu 
developments and technology to reduce carbon footprints 
of restaurants were highlighted as important changes that 
will be seen in years to come.

Unfortunately, some of our provision to reward students who are excelling in their learning was put on hold due to 
Coronavirus... But fear not, next year we will take part in the Brilliant Club Scholars Programme, arrange inspiring trips to 
Oxford and Cambridge, stretch our mathematicians in the UK Maths Challenge and engage our budding engineers and 
scientists at the North London STEM Challenge Day. We encourage all of our students to adopt a growth mindset and 
with hard work achieve beyond what they thought possible. 

Mr G. Carrington, Leader of Provision for Most Able Students

Oxford University

Our strong links with Oxford University have continued 
this year. Three of our Year 12 students took part in an 
Horizons Programme designed to broaden their academic 
experience, enabling them to explore beyond the school 
curriculum, and helping them develop the skills they will 
be needing both in order to make 
strong university applications 
and later, when attending 
university. The programme was 
well received and offered some 
fantastic academic workshops 
led by Oxford Postgraduates and 
Tutors. The workshops covered a 
wide range of academic subjects 
including Classics, Engineering, 
Linguistics and Maths. The latter 
workshop which took place in 
January was titled ‘Using Maths to 
fight infectious disease epidemics’. 
Scarily appropriate for what was to 
follow in the coming months! 

Aim High Programme

February saw some of our high achieving Year 11 GCSE 
students take part in the Aim High GCSE Programme. The 
programme was designed to help these students excel in 
all of their subjects and inspire them to go on to some of 
the top further education institutes in the world.  Some of 
our more able Year 12 students came along to share their 
experiences with the Year 11s and offered them support 
and guidance should they have wanted it.

Students visit Christ 
Church College, Oxford.

Year 12 students share GCSE experiences with Year 11s at last 
year’s Aim High Programme.

Georgia Arnold with Year 10 students following her talk. Matt Segal and Mrs Budden with students following Matt’s talk.

Jack Petchey Achievement Awards

The Jack Petchey Achievement Awards scheme continues to recognise students 
that have helped others over and above expectations, been a good role model, 
demonstrated bravery or have overcome a personal barrier or challenge. Each 
month students and staff are able to nominate someone they feel deserves the award and a winner is then presented 
with their certificate and pin badge in assembly. The winner is then able to spend £250 in an area of school they wish to 
develop. We have had some fantastic and worthy winners this year. Below is a list of the winners and a brief description 
of why they were chosen.  

Month Winners Description
Sep 19 Talisha Parmar Talisha showed tremendous courage in a public speaking challenge over the summer, speaking to an 

audience about animal experimentation and testing. As she had previously lacked confidence in public 
speaking, Talisha stepped completely out of her comfort zone. Her nomination was also supported by 
her English teacher for achievements in English Literature; despite finding the work challenging at times, 
Talisha always worked incredibly hard and had a fantastic attitude in lessons.

Oct 19 Nicole Cousins Despite difficulties when starting EBS four years ago, Nicole has always tried 100%, attempting all work 
with fantastic determination to succeed and improve her literacy. Now in Year 10, her attitude to learning 
in English is excellent; making impressive efforts in classwork and homework, resulting in very pleasing 
progress. Notably, Nicole volunteered to read an excerpt aloud from A Christmas Carol in lessons, 
reading confidently, fluently and expressively and is on track to do really well in both English Language 
and Literature. In addition to overcoming challenges, Nicole is always happy, positive and polite and is an 
absolute pleasure to teach. Nicole epitomises the Jack Petchey quote: “If you think you can, you can”.

Nov 19 Loucas 
Andrews

Loucas has epitomised the EBS motto “Do the right thing” from day one. On his first day at school he went 
above and beyond, helping Ms Manzi tidy the lunch hall after other students had left. He has independently 
helped new students settle and assists teachers whenever he can. He is continuously doing the right thing 
in lessons, getting involved in class discussions. He always tries really hard and is always willing to help.

Jan 20 Katie-Mia 
Diamandi

Katie has shown a tremendous work ethic in her new role as a Sixth Form Ambassador and has used her 
creativity and leadership skills to aid Murray House in a number of fundraising activities and competitions. 
She was proactive in coordinating the homeless collection in December - speaking in assemblies, visiting 
form groups and helping to deliver donations. She has been incredibly reliable, given up a lot of her time 
and is a real asset to her House and the school. 

Feb 20 Terri Ann Lai Terri and Jazmin won the award for their involvement in an incredible act of kindness and altruism. On 
the way to school in January, they heard an elderly gentleman calling for help as they walked past his 
house. He had slipped and fallen, injuring himself and was unable to get up. Terri and Jazmin immediately 
assisted, helping the man up and getting him back into the warmth of his home. Terri called an ambulance 
whilst Jazmin comforted and reassured the man. They waited for the ambulance (despite being told it 
might take 2 hours) and explained clearly what happened. The man who fell celebrated his 100th birthday 
in March, something he might not have been able to do had Terri and Jazmin not come to his aid.

Mar 20 Jazmin 
Haghighi

Apr 20 Sam Board The April Jack Petchey Award went to Sam for his dedication and commitment to Drama and the Tech 
Team. He went above and beyond in the school production of Bugsy Malone as a performer and technician 
in the same show. He also gave technical support for the Year 11 Drama GCSE practical exams and when 
in school is on-hand to set up technical provisions for assemblies, presentations and guest speakers.

May 20 Louis
Taylor-Todd

Louis won his award for his commitment to learning and resilience during lockdown. He attended school 
every day during lockdown and was nominated by two separate members of staff. Ms Murray and Mrs 
Jones both agreed that he demonstrated resilience and a great attitude, getting on with work and joining in 
activities, always with a smile. He also helped younger, struggling students ensuring they felt included. He 
is polite and kind and a really lovely student to work with. A fantastic role model for other students at EBS.

Jun 20 Katie Nicotra Katie is inspirational in the work she does with the deaf and hard of hearing community. Along with her 
sister, she taught herself Sign Language, and during lockdown, received Higher Distinctions in Level 3 & 
4 in British Sign Language. Katie and her sister set-up a Sign Language Instagram and host live videos 
to over 1300 followers! They also use TikTok to sign words to songs allowing the hard of hearing to enjoy 
music. Katie often video-calls deaf friends offering friendship and support. Before lockdown she worked at 
a swimming pool helping those younger with autism and hard of hearing. In her GCSE English Speaking 
and Listening exam, Katie taught her class Sign Language, inspiring them to learn a new skill and think of 
others. Katie works tirelessly to help and support her peers. She is a true inspiration in her selflessness.

This year’s winners spent their £250 on things ranging from MFL revision resources, 
Food Tech equipment, better sound equipment and resources for students with 
hearing impairments. Each year, students make nominations for a leader award; 
nominating a member of staff they believe deserves recognition for their hard work 
and dedication to the students. Last year, the award was won by Mrs Roncarati for 
her positivity and commitment to working with students both in lessons and after 
school. She was not only recognised for her work with students but also for the 
energy she brings to the staff team and her work at school fundraising events. This 
year’s winner will be revealed at the end of term! All our winners attend the Barnet 
Jack Petchey awards evening in July where they receive a gold medallion from a 
special guest. To the right is a picture of last year’s winners at the event!
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Lara Sparey
Designer in Residence

The Covid-19 lockdown 
has sadly occupied a large 
chunk of this academic 
year. As Designer in 
Residence I was assigned 
the task of creating some 
social distancing features 
to ease the return to school 
for some of our students 
and staff.

The Arrow-o-Tron 2020 
(patent pending), enabled 
me to position adhesive 

arrows in the school corridors, centred and at 2 metres 
apart.

A swimming noodle provided the perfect stamp for social 
distancing ‘dots’ along the walkway to school.

A visual reminder of the 2-metre distancing rule.

Some ‘heart’ bunting sent to workers on the NHS Frontline. 

Stay safe and have a lovely summer.
Lara Sparey

Caroline Green
Writer in Residence

I recently came across a 
joke online that referred to 
‘the eighties, the nighties, 
the noughties, the twenty 
tens….and 2020.’ It 
certainly felt like time 
slowed down during this 
strange period of all our 
lives.

To go from seeing my 
writing club students 
once a week to having no 
contact at all felt very odd 

and I found myself missing school a great deal. I have 
been longing for the time when things go back to normal.
Still, we’d had a good run before the EBS gates closed 
and we all had to stay at home. I’d been enjoying working 
with Year 7 on Fantasy Fiction Triple-E School with the 
help of Mr Hunt. The Stan Lee Excelsior Award was 
interrupted by the pandemic, but we still had a lot of good 
sessions in the library with the school’s devoted group of 
comic book fans.
In the writing club, we had been experimenting with form 
this year, looking at different ways of writing stories and 
using a variety of materials. 

There was a highly memorable session when I brought 
in a huge roll of paper and gave each table a large sheet 
to work with. The task was to draw the outline of a body, 
‘crime scene’ style, then come up with all the biographical 
details of this fictional victim. It was one of those times at 
the club that will stay with me for ever: riotously funny, but 
wildly creative too.

I can’t wait to get back to work with the brilliant students 
of EBS once again and hope all the students and staff 
have a good summer, however or wherever they are 
spending it.

Caroline Green

Visit the school website (News > Writer in 
Residence) to check out the Best of The Creative 
Writing Club across the years!

Goodbye ePortal...Hello Bromcom!

On 31st July 2020, we will be switching off all access to ePortal, and from September we will be moving to a new parental 
portal called Bromcom. We have decided to make this change so we can move towards a more user-friendly system and 
improve our communication with parents and carers. Additionally, if you have another child at a different school that also 
uses the Bromcom system, you will be able to have all your children under one login.

Part of the improvements to the system will see the introduction of a new smartphone app that will be available for 
download from the Apple or Google Play Store. This app will give you real-time information on your child/ren and access 
to important school information.

In summary, the MCAS Parent App provides:
• Access to real-time Timetable, Calendar, Attendance and Behavioural data.
• An insight to parents on their child’s schoolwork (homework topics, etc).
• Communication facilities to improve contact between parents and schools.
• Instant access to Published Reports and Letters.
• School Announcements and Parent Evening information.
• Examination Timetables and Results.

As this is a new system, it may be possible that not all the functionality will be ready in September, but we will gradually 
release new features as and when we can. Below are some example screenshots of what the app will look like:

Is There an Alternative to the App?

Yes! The new system can also be used via your internet browser, by simply logging in. Although, we would recommend 
the app, as you can receive important push notifications from us.

What Next?

To be able to login to the new app, we need to send you some registration details, similar to how you receive ParentPay 
login details. We plan to roll this out in September, a year at a time, so please be patient if you do not receive your letter 
at the start of term. With other things going on in the new academic year, and students returning to school, it is possible 
that this process may be delayed, but we will keep you up-to-date with what is happening in EBS News
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Britannica 

The Library, with funding from 
the PTFA, continued to invest in 
Encyclopaedia Britannica School 
Online which can be accessed via 
the Library Skooler. Encyclopaedia 
Britannica School online contains 
trusted information and copyright 
free images at an appropriate 
level. This continues to be a good 
source of fact checked, current and 
curriculum linked information. 

Online Catalogue

The Library upgraded its online 
catalogue to Accessit which can be 
accessed via the Library Skooler. 
Students can view library items, 
see what they have on loan and 
reserve items. Students can also 
access other curated academic 
databases, including Britannica, DK 
Find out, Churchill Archive, National 
Geographic For Kids, Google 
Scholar and the BBC.

Wheelers Library

We have subscribed to a virtual 
library of e-books and audiobooks, 
which has been popular with 50 
books a month being borrowed 
including audiobooks. E-books and 
audiobooks can be downloaded 24/7 
to any device using the dedicated 
app. Audiobooks and E-books are 
beneficial for all but especially for 
reluctant readers and our dyslexic 
and visually impaired students.

Student Librarians

We have had an amazing team of 
Student Librarians who have helped us 
to put books back on the shelf, issue 
books, prepare displays, organise 
Library events such as author visits 
and book fairs, compile book lists 
under supervision 
and select new stock 
for Librarians to 
purchase. All student 
helpers, both in the 
Sixth Form and lower 
years, are greatly 
appreciated.

Library Lessons

Year 7 students followed a programme 
of activities in the Library. Students 
learnt how to use library books, 
newspapers and the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica online and were shown the 
new online Library catalogue. They 
also participated in a bookmark design 
competition and produced some lovely 
reviews of books. Some Year 12s 
had Library sessions 
within some of their 
subject groups where 
they learnt about 
Library resources. 

Displays

The Library continually displays new 
resources, events, important calendar 
dates and updates the TV screens to 
promote literature and learning. This 
year we have had some excellent 
displays including LGBTQ+, Black 
History, spooky books for Halloween, 
First News and magazine promotion, 
Patrice Lawrence and our new 
catalogue. Displays chosen by student 
library helpers include Christmas 
books and 
Jacqueline 
Wilson.

Mrs Cobb and Mrs Shah organised a busy and eventful 
year in the library. All year groups have used the Library 
well. The Library has continued to support students’ 
education after lockdown by sending out resource lists to 
staff, encouraging independent research using our online 
resources, updating reading lists and providing a virtual 
e-book and audiobook library. 
• Year 7 are particularly avid readers, borrowing 1307 

books up until the end of March.
• Year 8 had borrowed more books by the end of March 

than they did the whole of last year.
• Sixth Form students continued to borrow a wide range of 

non-fiction and fiction books. 
• EBS students borrowed 2958 books between 

September and March.
• Students have been borrowing books from our Virtual 

Library; since April 58 e-books and 87 audio books have 
been borrowed which is 145 in total.

The most popular books this year were Wonder by R.J. 
Palacio (most borrowed book for 3rd year running!), 
followed by the Diary of a Wimpy Kid books by Jeff Kinney 
including the latest, Diary of An Awesome Friendly Kid. 
Popular audiobooks have been Oliver Twist, Harry Potter, 
The Boy in The Striped Pyjamas, The Hunger Games, 
Wonder and Little Women. Our most popular e-book has 
been The Fault In Our Stars.

New Books

The Librarians 
purchased new 
books based 
on student and 
staff requests, 

book awards and reviews. 
We were also very lucky 
and grateful to receive a 
donation of new books 
from a parent and we are in 
the process of cataloguing 
these and adding them to 
library stock.

Reading

Every class from Year 7 to 
11 has had the opportunity 
to receive a box of books 
from the Library at least 
once a week in form time 
to encourage whole school 
reading. These boxes 
supported students and has 
continued to encourage 
literacy within the school 
and the boxes have been 
well received by both 
students and staff.

Library
News

2019 - 2020

Library NewsLibrary News

Stan Lee Excelsior Award 2020
Stan Lee Excelsior is an award scheme for Comic Books. Students from Years 7 to 9 
joined in weekly discussions with Caroline Green whilst reading shortlisted books. It has 
been extremely popular and several students read and completed surveys of the books 
in double quick time! Caroline, as well as the students had fun reading and judging the 
books. Graphic novels such as these require real concentration to read, and are judged 
based on art, dialogue, characters and story. All books are now available in the Library.

MEANWHILE...

The Library started an online book group for Year 8s during lockdown, meeting virtually - it has been great fun!

Magazines

The Library started a subscription to some new magazines using funds one of our Library helpers donated from his Jack 
Petchey nomination. The magazines have been very popular with our students. We can change our selection each month 
so we have had an excellent variety of different magazines this year. 

Scholastic Book Fair

The EBS Scholastic Book Fair was extremely successful this year, earning £483 of free 
books for our Library. Students could purchase books during the day and the Fair was 
also available for Year 7 parents and students at Pastoral Evening. We have already 
purchased some of these books and a selection can be seen here. These are now on our 
Library shelves ready for students to borrow. We would like to thank our excellent team of 
student librarians who helped us at the event as well as all the students, parents and staff 
who purchased books from our fair and helped us achieve this goal.

Author Talks at East Barnet School
Patrice Lawrence
We were very lucky to have award winning Young Adult 
Author, Patrice Lawrence, visit our school on 3rd March. 
Patrice talked to all of Year 8 and then met students in 
the Library at lunchtime. Patrice told the students about 
her background and what inspired her to become a 
writer. She talked about her personal family experiences 
including being fostered at a young age and growing 
up as one of very few mixed-race children in leafy, 
suburban Sussex. She explained how these events fed 
into her writing and the characterisations in her novels. 
One of our incredible English teachers purchased a 
Patrice Lawrence book and it was presented to the Year 
8 student who asked the best question! Some Year 9 
students then enjoyed a workshop in the library. This 
was a great way to kick 
off EBS World Book Day 
celebrations and we have 
had very positive feedback 
from both staff and 
students. Patrice’s books; 
Orangeboy, Indigo Donut 
and Rose, Interrupted are 
all available to borrow from 
our School Library.

Caroline Green
Caroline Green, our very own Writer in Residence, spoke 
to all of Year 7 in November. Caroline’s books include 
Dark Ride, Cracks, Fragments and Hold Your Breath. 
Caroline showed us why stories matter, how they help 
us process scary events and why you sometimes have 
to accept rejection to write or do any interesting job. 
Caroline is an inspiration to our EBS students and many 
attend her writing workshop after school. Caroline also 
teaches Year 7s Triple E every Monday and this year she 
even attended our Library Helpers end of term party and 
presented certificates to our students. EBS students and 
the Library are so lucky to have Caroline as our Writer in 
Residence. Caroline’s books have been in high demand 
since her talk and the students reading them have been 
full of praise. Indeed, we have needed to purchase new 
copies recently as her books have been so sought after 
that we have needed a waiting list!
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Leadership Within the School Community

The leadership accreditation system recognises student leadership taking place outside of subject areas. It celebrates the 
dedication of students who go above and beyond to help others and who give back to the school community through their 
leadership skills.  

Student Leaders have continued to help set up IT for assemblies and production, help run the Library and aid the 
transition of new students joining EBS. The new Sixth Form House Ambassadors have been busy raising the profile of 
the House System at EBS by promoting and organising charity events, House competitions and events. They have been 
fantastic role models to the younger students in the school and an asset to the school.

Some of our Sixth Form House Ambassadors delivering a food collection to a Barnet Homeless Charity and enjoying themselves at the 
Wellbeing Afternoon Tea which they helped organise and lead.

Well done to the following students who have taken on the role of Student Librarians this year and done a fantastic job in 
helping the smooth running of the Library:

Emilia Payne 8A, Julia Zegar 8A, Amelie Usher 8A, Alexandra Tsiotsi 8H, Kesia Patel 8H. James Traynor 7H, Ivor Daniel 
8F, Victoria M 8H, Hannah Hindmarch 7E, Christine Liasi 7D.

Our Creative Writing Leaders delivering a workshop for Year 5s. 

The Sports Leaders leading a Primary School Sports Festival at EBS.

Subject Leaders
A large number of students this year have helped to lead workshops for local primary school children in the borough 
throughout the year. 

English

Building on the success of last year’s session, four students in Years 7 - 9 planned and delivered a creative writing 
session for local primary schools under the guidance of our Author in Residence, Caroline Green. Anthea Lambi, Ayanda 
Mthabela, Kelsey Laws and James Adelagun delivered the session on Picture Books, producing all of the required 
resources. The primary school students from both schools were very motivated and engaged with the topic, producing 
some wonderful work. They were so thrilled with their work that they went back to their schools and presented them in 
their school assembly! Well done to our leaders who were a credit to the school.

Drama

In January, two Year 9 Student Leaders, Rhianna Lewis and Anna Volstad, worked tirelessly with Year 7 Drama Club on 
a production of Macbeth. The Leaders aided with direction, character work and backstage on the day. Rihanna and Anna 
demonstrated all the characteristics of effective leaders and were a credit to the Drama Department. The production of 
Macbeth was a huge success.

Physical Education

Students in Year 9 have the opportunity to apply to become a Sports Leader, working closely with our feeder schools to 
inspire them to be physically active. Many of our Year 9 students experienced being led when they were in primary school 
and it is an exciting opportunity for them to finally be just like the role models they looked up to when they were younger. 
This year we had a very successful amount of applications and they developed qualities such as, organisation, patience 
and resilience and motivation. Although they didn’t get to complete their planned program, they certainly made a great 
impression with the students they interacted with and showed them just how much fun being active is. Over 500 primary 
school students were engaged and inspired by our Sports Leaders before lockdown.

Here are some pictures of them in action:

Student Leadership at KS3 and KS4

Students this year have continued to be recognised for their leadership roles and qualities across the school community. 
Students at KS3 and KS4 are awarded a bronze certificate for leading in one subject or area of the school, silver for 
leading in two areas, a gold award for being a leader in three or more areas and showing all the desired qualities of 
a leader. Any leader that goes on to plan, organise and deliver their own leadership event at EBS will be awarded a 
special platinum award.
Prior to lockdown, the Student Voice continued to provide a platform for students to offer ideas on how to improve life at 
EBS. Form Captains have done a fantastic job in collating ideas from their peers and bringing them to meetings to be 
discussed with Ms Swaine. This year the Student Voice was run through the House System, with meetings chaired by 
our newly appointed Sixth Form House Ambassadors, and events such as our Wellbeing Afternoon Tea came directly 
from students’ ideas at this meeting. Please see the House section in this magazine for more information on this. 

Each year at the annual School Awards Evening, two students are recognised for their commitment to leadership over 
the past year. This year the award went to Lottie Rachel and the Commendation to Charlotte Oakley, both who excelled 
as leaders and immersed themselves in leadership opportunities last year.
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The PTFA Help To Make A 
Difference!

This has been a challenging year in term of raising monies 
for school funding requests as our ability to hold key 
fundraising events was not possible. The Summer BBQ in 
particular is always a great event both in terms of money 
raised with additional match funding, and it is also a great 
community event at the end of the school year for students, 
staff and parents/carers.

Our biggest financial request was for a 3D printer to be 
used in the Design and Technology Department and little 
did we know when it arrived just in time for Open Evening 
last September, that students would be producing, and the 
school donating, face masks for NHS workers at the time 
when PPE was in short supply.

We did host two quiz evenings and supported the school 
team at various musical events, all of which would not be 
possible without parent/carer volunteers support. We also 
purchased radio mics for the performers to use as needed 
to really show off their singing talents, and they did!

We will regroup for the next school year and the PTFA 
team will look to raise funds in different ways, as many 
schools across the country are also doing.

Please take the time to have a look at the PTFA section 
on the school website (parents’ section) to see how 
you can help. Donating and volunteering are also great 
ways to support the school and the school team in these 
challenging times. Thank you to everybody who supported 
the PTFA this school year.

Stuart Gates, Chair East Barnet School PTFA

Ways You Can Support the PTFA and the Students

Winners of the Winter Quiz Night

PTFA NEWS
Our Garden Continues to Flourish!

We started to plant up the garden in March and only completed the work through the efforts of many of our students who 
were in school since the lockdown began. We planted corn, potatoes, peas, runner beans, broccoli, cabbage, leeks and 
salads. Surprisingly its not been the snails and slugs that have been the major problem, instead it is the resident fox who 
loves to dig up the potatoes and corn!

Our aim is to tend the garden over the summer with staff volunteering to oversee the watering so we can have a harvest 
in the autumn term of next academic year. Excitingly, we are aiming to extend the garden both physically in its size as well 
as into the local community. If you are an experienced gardener or just a beginner but would like to help us next year to 
achieve our goal, please get in touch with Mr Drugan. Happy gardening!
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A Dramatic Year!

Despite its premature curtailment, it has been another extremely creative and exciting time in the EBS Drama 
Department. Our tradition of regular theatre trips continued with an early visit for our Year 13s to the previously disused 
basement of Alexandra Palace for an incredible immersive production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Our new Year 
10s were treated to Mischief Theatre’s hilarious comedy Groan Ups, and our Year 12s visited The Vaults Theatre for 
a site-specific performance of David Hare’s The Permanent Way, in an old underground railway tunnel. Year 9s were 
entertained by the ridiculously funny The Play That Goes Wrong, while Years 12 and 13 visited The Royal Court to see 
Gurpreet Kaur Bhatti’s play A Kind of People - a thought-provoking exploration of social and racial divisions in modern 
Britain. In early March we re-established our relationship with The Donmar Warehouse as we welcomed the practitioner 
Richard Neale to EBS for a workshop based on their production of Caryl Churchill’s, Far Away, which our students went 
to see the following day, in the same week as our Year 12 and 13s watched Frantic Assembly’s I Think We Are Alone at 
Theatre Royal Stratford East. We are hoping to arrange our regular ‘leaving do’ trip with Year 13 as soon as we can!

Our Year 13s led the way in the autumn term with their vicious satire of Donald Trump in a devised performance; inspired 
by Dante’s Inferno and the theatre company Kneehigh, Year 12 performed scenes from the play Peepshow, and Year 
11 created moving and poignant original pieces of theatre inspired by a range of stimulus material. I must mention 
the professional way in which our Year 11 approached their GCSE practical exam performances. The examiner was 
extremely impressed, and I was immensely proud of all of them.

November saw the first - and certainly not the last - EBS West End Cabaret evening. This was a phenomenal evening of 
entertainment, with our students demonstrating an astonishingly high level of performance as they sang musical theatre 
songs both old and new for the audience. This event was made all the more special by the wonderful cabaret-style décor 
(masterminded by Ms Buczman and Mrs Chandler), delicious food provided by Mrs Christodoulou, and the in-house bar 
run by the ever-wonderful PTFA. We cannot wait to bring you the next cabaret evening - plans are already being made!

Our whole school musical was Bugsy Malone. This production was further evidence that EBS shows are going from 
strength to strength. This young cast and orchestra were brilliant as they played, acted, sang, and danced their way 
through Alan Parker’s story of gangland feuds, showgirls, and splurge guns, in the much-loved classic. Yet another 
sold-out show, full of talented students, unforgettable moments, and happy audiences. This was the most collaborative 
production we’ve done, with vital support from colleagues in the school; Ms Carnegie-Gomez, Ms Buczman, Mr Steele 
were instrumental in the performance side, Mrs Eustace and Mr Marriott again working wonders with the cast and 
orchestra, Mrs Chandler, Mr Boast, Mr Chandler, Ms Clemmett, and Mrs Locke creating the set and props, while our 
awesome Premises team went several extra miles to get the show on. In addition, this show was the most student-led 
we have ever done. Lighting, sound, costume, and stage-management were all designed and managed by our superb 
students, alongside our now regular technical guru and proud Governor’s Award winner Benjamin Potter. 

Meanwhile, the talent of two of our students has been rightly recognised nationally, with Scarlett Irish and Isabel Sabourin 
achieving highly coveted places in the National Youth Music Theatre, and West End Musical Theatre companies 
respectively. I am immensely proud (and jealous) of both of them, and have no doubt that they will go on to achieve great 
things in the future. 

Despite the shift to online learning, Drama students have continued to be as imaginative as ever, with KS3 students 
creating many wonderful performances from home, based on topics such as Aladdin, Fairy Tales, and Murder Mystery. 
They have written reviews of streamed live theatre performances, and created some beautiful costume and set designs, 
while many Year 9s submitted brilliant short films documenting their experiences during lockdown. KS4 and 5 have 
rehearsed and performed challenging monologues with very impressive results. The creativity and resilience of our 
students never ceases to amaze me. 

I hope you all have a safe and peaceful summer, and look forward to welcoming you all back into the EBS auditorium as 
soon as possible. 

Mr K. Messios, Head of Drama 
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Keep the Music Going!

This year it has been a privilege to see musical talent develop at EBS. The orchestra went from strength to strength, 
with new members joining in Year 7 to bolster the line-up. They were an unbelievable force in the school’s production of 
Bugsy Malone, performing in an incredible run of shows back in February that brought the whole community together. 
Elsewhere, Mrs Eustace provided valuable support for Year 11s with regular coursework catch-up clubs throughout the 
Easter Term, and also ran a Music Theory club which helped to prepare students for their instrumental examinations.

The school show was a superb team effort and special thanks must be given to Mrs Eustace for her tireless work in 
getting students ready, not only in the orchestra but also the singing and ensemble parts which required many late nights 
after school getting everybody pitch perfect! Also a big shout-out to the Drama Department, it was great working with you!

In other news, it was fantastic to oversee the EBS Soul Band this year. Thank 
you to all the students who came to rehearsals regularly. We performed at the 
whole-school Christmas assembly and the Christmas Concert, well done guys! 
Before we had lockdown to contend with, we had just started a new Indie Rock 
band which I’m sure would have featured in the Summer Concert that never 
was! Let’s hope we can get the clubs going again next year! We love seeing our 
students perform and showcase their talents, especially when friends and family 
come into school and see the ‘end product’ of many hours of hard work.

During the year, we also put on some more ‘Music in the Morning’ events, where students played in the school entrance/
lobby area as people entered the building before registration. Thanks to Natalie Long, Ji-Sian and Rikesh Shah for being 
part of this. We were also lucky enough to have Natalie and Ji-Sian help out in Key Stage 3 classes and Theory Club 
sessions this year as part of their Year 13 Leadership commitments. We wish them well for life after EBS. The same goes 
for other students who are leaving us this year, including Finn Emmens-Green and Asa Emmens-Green, Peter Durrant 
and Alfie Bawcutt, who all excelled in Music throughout their time at East Barnet and we are very proud of you!

Mr E. Marriott

Developing Technology

We decided to put together an Instagram account this year, 
as a way of helping students outside of lessons. Included in 
our posts were lots of mini ‘how to’ tutorials which assisted 
with remote learning from home. For example, showing 
how to put Blues chords together for the Year 8 Scheme of 
Work. We also got some good snaps of various students 
performing during lessons....a great way of letting parents 
see inspiring things happening during lesson time!
Next year we will be back and raring to go and with a new 
intake of Year 7s, excited to see some new musical talent 
coming through. Again, massive thanks to all those who 
took part in clubs, shows and concerts this year, it really is 
a pleasure to work with you.

GCSE Music Showcase

October saw our first GCSE Music 
Showcase, in which Year 11 
students presented some of their 
wonderful ensemble performances 
and compositions to family and 

friends. Everyone took part, with many students performing 
in multiple ensembles; the standard was exceptional. There 
were many highlights: Tess Aiteouakrim and Finn Emmens-
Green’s piano and violin duet of Experience by Einadi and 
Emily Foster (vocals), Scarlett Irish (piano) and Sophie 
Holt’s (drums) lovely rendition of I Don’t Know Why by 
Norah Jones, Jaco Pastorius’ Come On, Come Over, was 
ably performed by Anthony Stefanou (bass), Luke Oubridge 
(drums), Scarlett  (vocals) and Finn (electric guitar) and Issy 
Nash sang Fallin’ by Alicia Keys, accompanied by Luke, 
Anthony and Rikesh Shah on the piano. Carmen Mishra, 
Eloise Pavlou, Kobby Sekyi, Joe McGregor, Megan Bennett 
and Sten Volstad also contributed to the concert with high 
quality duets, compositions and ensemble performances. 
The evening was a huge success, giving the audience 
a chance to get to see the fantastic coursework that the 
students had been working on. Here’s to the next one!

@EBSDrama @EBSDrama

The Orchestra

The school orchestra has had another busy year! The first 
half term was spent practising a variety of classical and film 
music pieces, until October half term, when we all launched 
ourselves wholeheartedly into the 1930s Jazz era. Swing 
rhythms, offbeat chords and close jazz harmony were in 
full flow as we tackled the tricky Bugsy Malone score. The 
orchestra show a huge commitment to rehearsals and 
performances year on year, but there are always some 
changes as older students leave the school and new 

students arrive. This year we are very pleased to welcome 
Isabel Harmer and Sarah Evans (flutes) James Adelagun 
(drums), Alex Tsiotsi (clarinet) and Liam Bavington-Hodge 
(violin) who joined the orchestra in the autumn and have 
all become an integral part of the band. A special mention 
should also go to Finn Emmens-Green (violin) who played 
several solos in the school show and even ended up with 
a speaking part! I look forward to being able to welcome 
back all players, old and new, when we are able to return to 
rehearsals again.

Mrs K. Eustace

@ebs_musicdept
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The House System

It has been a thrilling and competitive year with all four Houses vying for the coveted House Cup, whilst engaging in some 
fantastic charity work along the way.

The year started with two new Heads of Houses for Keller and Murray taking the helm and facing the challenge of leading 
their Houses to success. Ms Bailey and Mrs Irish fitted seamlessly into their new roles as Head of Keller and Murray 
respectively. Alongside the experienced Ms Robb and Ms Buczman they began the first important task of recruiting House 
Ambassadors from the Sixth Form.

21 House Ambassadors were appointed in November to inspire students in their House to get involved in House events, 
competitions and fundraising throughout the year. Each House Ambassador had a focus area in Wellbeing, Climate 
Change, Communications or Fundraising. Throughout the year, they have been instrumental in organising events, 
drumming up interest, leading the Student Voice and communicating key information with their House members. Our 
Ambassadors have chaired the Student Voice meetings this year and relayed ideas to Ms Swaine to improve the school 
and provide more for the community. This has led to many positive changes and ideas that have raised money and given 
back to people in the local community. The Ambassadors are key in implementing these ideas and have been a real asset 
to the Heads of Houses and the school as a whole.

A Full list of House Ambassadors 2019-20
Ambassador Role CHAMA KELLER MURRAY TUTU
Communications 
and Events

Sophia Zavrou 
Blackstock (Year 10)

Emily Gentle and 
Adam Hutton

Lucia Lawson and 
Krishnaa Sodha

Megan Neville and 
Christian Apostoli

Charity and 
Fundraising

Max Blatch Berhan Karaaziz Holly Mead and 
Katie-Mia Diamandi

Jhenelle Henry and 
Evie Craggs

Wellbeing Stephanie Panayiotou Rebekah Kelly Ella Moss Emma Brennan
Climate Change Boris Trankarov Amy Perera Serena Allman Beth Peters

The Environment was a theme again when Tutu Climate Change Ambassador, Beth Peters gathered Sixth Formers and 
organised another bake sale and raffle to help victims of the Australian Wildfire, with proceeds going to the Australian Red 
Cross and WWF Australia. The House Ambassadors pulled together to organise, promote and run this successful event.

Christmas Collection and Climate Change Trees!

Many students contributed to a huge donation of goods for Homeless Action in Barnet 
at Christmas. Our Sixth Form Fundraising Ambassadors had been busy promoting the 
Christmas Collection and their hard work paid off when a large hoard of goods were 
collected from all Houses. A special well done to Keller who contributed the largest amount 
of goods for the charity. Homeless Action in Barnet were surprised at the amount of goods 
that EBS donated and thanked us wholeheartedly for our “exceptional donation”.  

Christmas Trees!

This year, the House Christmas Tree Competition tasked students in each house with decorating their allocated trees with 
their own decorations made from recycled materials to promote our Green Team’s action against Climate Change. All 
Houses created amazing recycled decorations ranging from intricate stars made from magazines, a giant Olaf Snowman 
and Christmas Trees from recycled plastic bottles. The standard was so high making judging very difficult for Ms Swaine.  
In the end, Tutu took first place with their life-sized Olaf snowman made from recycled newspaper and plastic bottles and 
their intricate tree decorations made from drinks cans and a milk carton!

The Sixth Form House Ambassadors for Tutu (left) and for Keller (right)!

The winning entries from the cake competition in October.

Sixth Form Ambassadors 
delivering the collection to HAB

Spelling & Logic Competition

Pandemonium, Onomatopoeia - just two of the words 
included in the combined Spelling and Logic competition. 
Logic questions were included this year, in recognition 
that not every students’ strength lies in spelling. Form time 
was buzzing when every Form took part, with the chance 
of winning 100 points each! Chama won with a staggering 
736 points! Wow! Followed by Murray 644 points, Tutu 603 
points and Keller 486 points (Ms Bailey was somewhat 
disappointed that her house came last, especially as 
she had organised the competition - obviously no inside 
information sharing going on there then!)

Cakes, Cakes, Cakes!

Once again we had our very own EBS Bake Off - our 
annual Cake Competition. This time David Attenborough 
would have been proud - the students were very keen 
on the theme ‘Planet Earth’, and served up a sugar-
coated collection of cakes - yet again to an incredibly high 
standard. We had endangered panda bears and other 
beasts, seascapes, imaginative takes on beach litter and 
re-creations of the environment. The ‘Best Looking’ prize 
went to Iliana Quinn and Sophia Boffa from Chama, with 
their sealife theme. ‘Most Creative’ went to Isla Stokesberry 
in Murray, for an imaginative panda bear environment, 
with flowing river and chocolate cigars for bamboo. Murray 
was also successful in the ‘Cupcake’ category, with Annie 
Hargreaves endangered animal cupcakes. Finally, there 
was Tutu tastiness from Emily Georgiou’s cupcakes, 
impressing the judges in the ‘Best Tasting’ category.

Ms Swaine, Chief Taster, Mr Gomez and the EBS catering 
team led by Ms Christodoulou had a tough job deciding 
amongst such an amazing display. All cakes were sold at 
breaktime and raised £346.85 for the AVM Butterfly charity.
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Keller

Having completed my first year as Head of Keller 
House, I can only say I have truly and thoroughly 
enjoyed it! I have been able to work with a range of 
students that I maybe wouldn’t necessarily meet, 
calling on their inspiration, creativity and of course 
competitiveness! I have been amazed at the high level 
of participation and input from Keller students, especially 
my ‘Fab Five Ambassador Team’, Adam, Amy, Berhan, 
Emily and Rebekah, who have worked and played hard 
to develop the House system, engage Keller Students 
and run so many initiatives. I am already looking forward 

to next year!

Have a lovely Summer break and see you all soon.  

Chama

It’s been a fantastic year with lots of projects across 
school to keep us busy. We’ve had a new points system 
implemented, redesigned our noticeboard, Christmas 
tree decorations and hampers for the homeless, 
meetings to improve our school and environment 
including a whole school assembly on Climate Change 
and lots of fun meetings. I couldn’t do this on my own 
and have had lucky to have a great team. A special 
thanks to Max Blatch who as an Ambassador has gone 
above and beyond in his support for Chama.

Chama your ideas, energy and willingness to give so 
freely of your time has meant The Jack Cecup school 
and the AVM charity have both hugely benefited from 
your kind hearts and intelligent minds. From the bottom 
of my heart thank you! I hope you all have a relaxing 
summer and I look forward to seeing you all when we 

return to school.

Tutu

Yet again, Tutu House has thrived. Just attending school  
is a Tutu thing; we were well ahead in House Points on 
attendance alone (until Coronavirus had other ideas). 

This year, Tutu have stood up and shone out with 
talent and skill. We’ve had regular Tutu Tuesday clubs, 
producing amazing things. Our Christmas tree had 
recycled tin stars and an old milk bottle angel - thanks 
to Year 7 dedication and skill, we made a life-size Olaf 
from Frozen. Naturally, we won! Not to mention the cake 
competition, the spelling bee and the huge amount of 
competition entries during lockdown. 

This wouldn’t be possible without an amazing 
Ambassador team - leading with enthusiasm. Beth, 
Emma, Christian, Jhenelle, and Evie - you have really 
set the standard! 

To be in Tutu you have to be in a form labelled 
‘awesome’, ‘happy’ or both! What an unusual year! 
You’ve shown plenty of Ubuntu and I can’t wait till next 
year. 

Murray

It has been an honour to be your Head of House this 
year! I’ve loved all your support, participation and 
especially your enthusiasm, in such crazy, weird times! 
As you all know ‘You’ve got to be in it, to win it!!!’ and all 
your efforts have gained House Points. It’s a very close 
run-up to see who’s going to win the cup this year...so 

keep going Murray and bring on next year!

And finally, I want to say a MASSIVE thank you to the 
AMAZING MURRAY AMBASSADORS!!! Ella, Holly, 
Katie-Mia, Krishnaa, Lucia and Serena, you have been 
incredible! Your ideas and involvement in everything 
Murray has been OUTSTANDING and I can’t tell you 

how lucky I’ve been to have you as my Ambassadors!

Wishing you and all your families a FABULOUS summer! 
Relax and enjoy, we all deserve a restful break! Take 
care and I look forward to seeing you all back in school.

Ms Bailey - Head of Keller House

M. Robb - Head of Tutu HouseMs Buczman - Head of Chama House

Mrs Irish - Head of Murray House

An idea arose from a Murray House Student Voice 
meeting to organise an event to lift the spirit of our elderly 
community after the Christmas festive period. Our students 
realised that this is often a quiet time of the year when 
people can get lonely. Ms Buczman and her team of 
Ambassadors set off to plan a show that would wow our 
guests!  

Mrs Direk invited guests from local nursing homes and 
community centres to join us for an afternoon of delicious 
tea, cakes and spectacular entertainment. Mrs Direk 
dressed the tables beautifully and the House Ambassadors 
greeted guests at the door and showed them to their seats. 
Ms Clemmett kindly set up a display showing the school’s 
fabulous artwork which was complemented by ambient 
piano music, performed by Hartman Chen. Max Blatch was 
on tea duty and the Health and Social Care students made 

sure their guests were topped up with herbal teas and 
delicious cakes throughout the event. Ms Christodoulou and 
her team kindly prepped a wide variety of cakes which were 
beautifully displayed on antique cake stands! 

Throughout the afternoon, the Health and Social Care 
students talked to guests and ensured they had everything 
they needed. It was lovely to see the different generations 
enjoying each others’ company in the beautifully dressed 
EBS auditorium. The guests were treated to performances 
of Tallulah by Scarlett Irish, Bad Guys by Ivor Daniel, Sofia 
Peara, Charlotte Rachel, Raphael Goodman, Anna Volstad 
and Sam Board and Euan hit the guitar while singing 
Fly Me to the Moon. Mr Messios wrapped up the show 
with New York, New York. Watching our guests waving 
their hands in the air and tapping their feet brought joy to 
everyone lucky to be present at the event.

Diary Design

In a new House Competition this year, students designed 
the cover of next year’s student planners. Congratulations 
to the winners below who earned vital points for their 
Houses and will see their designs on the front of next year’s 
diaries…

Sports and Health Fortnight

There is no substitute for a proper EBS Sports Day but 
the Houses wanted to encourage students to engage in 
physical activity and provide them one last opportunity to 
guide their House to success. A Sports and Health fortnight 
was organised, with students running for their House using 
a GPS tracking app. The House which clocked up the 
highest mileage was rewarded 400 points. Fitness and 
skill based challenges were interspersed with a Sport and 
Health quiz for students to compete. 

Lockdown Couldn’t Halt The Houses!

Not even lockdown could slow the competition that was hotting up between the 
Houses in their quests to become House Cup winners. All Heads of Houses 
worked tremendously hard to organise and produce some fantastic house 
competitions for students to engage in at home. These included Mrs Irish’s ‘Past 
and Present’ quiz based on the history of EBS (which 840 students participated 
in!), Ms Buczman’s infamous Murder Mystery competition where students were 
tasked with deciding who murdered Manuel (aka Mr Carrington - it turned out 
Ms Shah and Mr Felsenstein were behind it all!) and Ms Robb’s Design a House 
Mascot competition. Ms Bailey’s popular Music Quiz followed and a special 
lockdown ‘Make or Bake’ competition gave students the opportunity to earn more 
points for their house. Finally, in an aptly themed competition, students were 
invited to design a Facemask. Themes, designs and colours were left completely up to the students, but at the time of 
writing, submissions received look awesome! Three from each house were to be selected, with Ms Swaine then having 
the onerous task of selecting the winner! Who knows … we could see someone wearing the winning design!

Afternoon Tea for the Elderly Community

The House System
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Skiing, Italy

During the February half term, 40 students and five 
teachers took the long journey to Italy for the annual school 
ski trip. This was the third year we had gone to this venue 
and once again it didn’t disappoint. The skiing conditions 
were excellent and we were lucky in the fact that we had 
fresh snow come down whilst we were there, making 
skiing brilliant. All of our beginners made loads of progress 
and even managed to get down some of the more difficult 
slopes. One of the highlights was when the group arrived 
at the top of the 3000m peak and received a cup of hot 
chocolate whilst looking at the fabulous views. We were 
so high we even managed to get a picture of us above the 
clouds! Overall the trip was brilliant and a pleasure to be 
part of. I can’t wait to go on the next one!

Mr Ricketts, Trip Organiser

Salamanca, Spain

The Year 10 Salamanca trip was a wonderful experience 
and we all had the best time. The trip was organised 
brilliantly and there was a perfect balance between free 
time to explore and short, engaging lessons in the ISLA 
language school. We were given the opportunity to 
improve our Spanish and learn about Spanish history, 
culture and tradition. We even tried typical Spanish cuisine, 
such as Tapas bars and dishes like ‘Paella de Marisco’, 
which were delicious. Lessons were concise yet taught 
us a lot, especially in terms of communication skills. The 
teachers at the school were kind and extremely helpful. 
The hotel rooms were clean and spacious, and the hotel 
was located conveniently at the centre of the city. Overall, 
we all had a fantastic time and hope that the trip will 
continue to be a success among other students.

Loren Abrahams, Year 10

“At EBS, we pride ourselves on our pastoral care and we consider student 
wellbeing as a crucial element to success. We believe that happy students 
are better able to reach their full potential.”

– Ms Virides, Counselling & Mindfulness Lead

Mindfulness

This academic year, Mindfulness was taught during 
Triple-E to support students. Established in 2013, the 
Mindfulness Programme was a pioneering EBS initiative 
when Mindfulness was almost unheard of in schools. 
Mindfulness is in our vocabulary and widely understood in 
our community; we give students the knowledge and skills 
to use Mindfulness in their lives as and when required.

What is Mindfulness? Mindfulness trains the brain to 
shift focus and attention to the present moment, increasing 
awareness and enabling acceptance of experiences. 
Mindfulness has been proven, through extensive scientific 
research, (The British Medical Council, NHS and the 
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE)) to 
improve emotional health and wellbeing. Mindfulness can 
benefit students in a variety of ways from exam anxiety to 
increasing lesson focus and handling adolescent pressure 
in a fast-paced technological world.

EBS also trained and registered with 
the nationwide Mindfulness In Schools 
Project and offers the acclaimed .b 
curriculum consisting of tailored lessons 
combining neuroscience and practical 
activities in an easy to understand format 
that makes learning fun. More info:
www.mindfulnessinschools.org.

iheart

We recognise Mindfulness isn’t 
for everyone. We are all different 
but what is important is to be 

self-aware and understand how our mind works; how 
our thoughts are not always facts. We can create anxiety 
by telling ourselves stories that aren’t true, that make 
us feel overwhelmed and create high levels of stress. 
It is therefore important to self-regulate, increase our 
resilience and recognise when we make things worse for 
ourselves. When the iHeart (Innate Health Education and 
Resilience Training) opportunity arose, we jumped at the 
chance to offer another wellbeing course that is different to 
Mindfulness but complements it and suits some students 
more. This new initiative was delivered to Year 8s during 
Triple-E last year. We will offer it to students in Year 7 in 
the coming year. More info: www.iheartprinciples.com.

Echo
ECHO Counselling has been a 
professional service for students 
since 2009; one of the few schools to 
provide an in-house service managed 
exclusively by two fully-trained staff 
counsellors; Ms Virides and Mrs Young. 

ECHO Counsellors work predominantly from a person-
centred perspective but may apply other therapeutic 
theories, proven effective in helping young people. 
Although EBS is well-known for its excellent pastoral 
care, sometimes, students need extra, emotional support 
with transition, friendship issues, a family break-up, 
bereavement, trauma, self-esteem, and more recently the 
lockdown; the list is endless. Our service provides a safe 
and relaxed environment without fear of repercussions or 
judgement and with the reassurance of strict confidentiality. 

Wellbeing Warriors

It has been a 
busy year for 
Mrs Idrees and the 
Wellbeing Warriors; 
positively promoting 
mental health 
and wellbeing. 
Not only are they 

helping others find ways to overcome their challenges, 
they are also providing a platform for people to become 
more open-minded and feel comfortable to talk about and 
address mental health issues. Students are helped with 
firmer friendships; a happier homelife; schoolwork support 
and inspiring individuality. All done through activities, clubs 
and being available when needed. The Warriors plan to do 
even more next year - check out their notice board for the 
latest news. 

School
Trips

2019 - 2020

WellbeingTrips

https://mindfulnessinschools.org/
https://iheartprinciples.com/
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‘A’ Level Design and Technology: 
Product Design

The Year 13 Product Design students were all disappointed 
to not complete their coursework this year as they had put 
in hours and hours of independent study to only be told they 
wouldn’t need to finish. However, they all produced highly 
professional pieces of work. Here are some pieces for you to 
admire.

Mrs Roncarati

TechnologyTechnology

GCSE DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY: PRODUCT DESIGN

Here are some of the amazing things our Year 11 students produced for their GCSE work. Not all got to finish before 
lockdown but the efforts made were fantastic.

Mrs Roncarati

Herbie Medway-Smith, 
Folding Commuter Stool

Esha Mistry,
Arts & Crafts Lapdesk & Storage Linda Grajcevici, Travel Game Jack Ball, Rain Water Collector

Dilara Aydemir, Outdoor Bin for EBS Garden Area

Sebastian Greenhalgh,
Desk & Stationary organiser

Kaya Alexander,
Bird Feeder

James Hofmann, 
Computer and Accessory Holder

Mia Petrides,
Expanding Desk Organiser

Andrianna Pishiri,
Expanding Book and Stationary Holder

Przemysław Piotrowicz,
Car Lap Desk

Lemuel Montenegro,
Cap & Accessory Storage

George Salazar, Recycling Bin

Michelle Hussain,
Adjustable Book & 
Stationary Holder

Esah Bashir,
Adjustable Laptop Desk 

Amy Wheeler,
Sustainably Made Evening Dress

Nicole Todorova,
Model of  ADHD’s 

Child’s Desk 

Jacob Hofmann,
Rugby Drill & Cone 
Placing Machine

Edward 
Christophers,
Bicycle Holder

Joe Gallagher,
Indoor Bicycle Storage

Lucy Pritcahrd,
Solar Panelled 

Night Light

Katie Smith,
Gaming Accessory 

Holder

Charlie Street,
Bin Cover to Encourage Recycling In School

Ryan Wheeler,
Crow Scaring Bin Lid

Natalie Long, Equine 
Equipment Portable Storage

Charlie Mitchell, Height Adjustable Coffee Table

Alex Zalesskiy, Walking Aid 
With Folding Seat

Elena Roncarati,
Cap & Accessory Storage/

Display

Tamsin Levy,
Child’s Nature Collector

Jasmine Hall, Multi-use Dining Chair

From this:

To this:
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Year 10 Food Preparation & Nutrition

Before going into lockdown, the Year 10s were busy in the kitchen, cooking up some amazing dishes; we have included 
some examples of a few of them below...yum!

‘A’ Level Engineering

Year 12 A level engineers were given the task to design and make a small flashlight using the very latest CAD/CAM 
technologies. Designed using Autodesk Fusion and manufactured using additive manufacturing, students made fully 
working prototypes in our workshops which also included LED lighting technologies maximising battery life to 10 hours.

Continuing on from last year’s successes in national competitions, both Daniel Hutton and Daniel Oakley have won a 
further two engineering awards at the Big Bang Fairs in London and the national competition, which this year was held 
virtually. Daniel Hutton has become ‘Young Engineer of London’ and Daniel Oakley won the ‘Army Humanitarian Aid 
Award’ - well done to them both!

Year 11 GCSE Textiles Coursework

Year 8 Marble Run Challenge

The D&T Department set a Marble Run Challenge for their Year 8 students.
Click https://youtu.be/GuN1lsE7i-o to see the wonderful entries from: Emilia Teale, Ella Stewart, Nancy Kennedy and 
Philip Kyriacou and click https://youtu.be/ZgQIgY25fjI to see the entry from Sam Board.

Dress for summer event by Eleanor Rachel - 
Year 11 GCSE project.

GCSE project: Portable storage item for artist equipment, doubles as a 
blanket by Farah Shah.

Upcycled Fashion 
using denim 

fabrics to create a 
patchwork effect.

Jacket by Ava 
Bevan. GCSE 

project: Sustainable 
living.

GCSE 
project. Skirt 
embellished 

with appliqué 
and digital 

printed images 
by Freia 
Cooper.

Year 11 Textiles student Georgia Christou 
made fantastic use of her textiles skills during 

lockdown. Georgia made scrunches and 
masks for family and friends, and laundry bags 

for NHS staff. 

GCSE project by 
Lauren Stokes. 

Sustainable living: 
Duvet cover using 
patchwork, tie-dye 

and appliqué 
decoration 
techniques.

Daniel Hutton - Winner of the Young Engineer of LondonDaniel Oakley - Winner of Army Humanitarian Aid Award

Technology

https://youtu.be/GuN1lsE7i-o
https://youtu.be/ZgQIgY25fjI
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VEX Robotics
World Championship Qualifiers

Well, you guessed it. EBS Robotics did it AGAIN! World 
Championship qualifiers. Throughout the season, VEX iQ 
and EDR students competed in several London regionals 
to qualify for the UK national finals. The six rookie EBS 
Robotics Teams and EDR Team consisted of the following:

1. Vex and the City - Ellis Ahelegbe (Yr 8) & 
Marios Charalambous (Yr 7).

2. Nuts and Bolts - Todd Levy & Ethan Todd (both Yr 9).
3. RoboChampions - Darius Plesa, Oscar Skinner, 

Thomas Gormley & Seth Moss (all Yr 7).
4. RoboManiacs - Isla Strokesberry, Sarah Lazar, 

Lily Parkinson & Isabella Omorodino (all Yr 7).
5. Vex Razors - Elliot Wheatley, Amaan Ishaq, 

Sofian Shaukat & Philip Kyriacou (all Yr 7).
6. Vex Martians - Lucas Andrews, Ethan Cicopalus & 

Raymond Nguyen (all Yr 7).
• Senior Team: GirlBots - Jada-Maya Modha (Yr 10)
• Senior Team: Girls of Steel - Seteyash Elahi (Yr 12)

GirlBots and Girls of Steel didn’t make it to the VEX VRC 
finals this year, as they were developing and mentoring 
our new rookie teams! All EBS Robotics VEX iQ teams 
that entered this year qualified in the London Regionals 
to compete at the VEX Robotics National Finals, held in 
Birmingham. It was Vex and the City that eventually went 
through after a nail-biting final. The downside was that VEX 
Worlds 2020 in the USA was cancelled this year because 
of Covid-19; naturally everyone was upset, but they are 
even more determined to achieve success for the new EBS 
STEM brand next year. The Target is Dallas 2021, USA.

F1 in Schools

40 countries | 20 million students | 1 experience of a lifetime

F1 in Schools Ltd is a not-for-profit company established to 
provide an exciting yet challenging educational experience 
through the appeal of Formula 1. Teams of students aged 
9 to 19 deploy CAD/CAM software to collaborate, design, 
analyse, manufacture, test, and then race miniature 
compressed air powered cars made from F1 model block. 

This academic year EBS entered 3 teams; EBS Racing 
(Yr 10 Entry Class), Team Constant and Team Harmony 
(both Development Class). Students raised sponsorship 
and managed budgets to fund research, travel and 
accommodation. They also had to produce sponsorship 
details, media packs and a design portfolio.

EBS Racing performed well, Team Constant walked away 
from the London Regional winning ‘Best Engineering Car’ 
and Team Harmony took an amazing two awards (‘Fastest 
Car’ and ‘Second place London Regional F1 Finalists’)  at 
their first attempt and just missed qualifying for the UK 
National Finals. This is an amazing achievement and has 
set the standard for future students - just goes to show 
what’s possible when the right opportunities are placed in 
front of EBS students.

EBS will look to incorporate and embed F1 in Schools 
into the KS3 curriculum allowing students to design and 
manufacture a miniature car, along with after school clubs 
where teams will explore everything from manufacturing the 
car, to designing the pit and gaining sponsorship.

Altair UK 2020

Altair Engineering UK provide product design and engineering, enterprise services, data 
analytics, IoT and cloud computing solutions to corporate companies. Pitching their F1 car 
development portfolios to Altair Senior Design Engineers, secured sponsors for Harmony F1, combining with Constant 
and EBS-R to raise nearly £3,000. Altair awarded EBS licenses for HyperWorks; a software suite worth £18,000, used 
by companies such as Cosworth, Red Bull Racing, Williams F1, McLaren F1 - an amazing return for our teams. Altair 
had never done this for a UK school, but wanted EBS F1 to achieve and have a competitive edge. Fortunately, a Team 
Constant contact enabled us to acquire three top of the range HP PC workstations from one of the largest Architectural 
practices in the UK, allowing us to make the most of HyperWorks. Two great partnerships and companies linked to EBS.

Amazon Web Services (AWS) Computing Competition

AWS GetIT is an initiative designed by Amazon to encourage girls aged 
12-13 to consider a career in tech - challenging gender stereotypes. AWS 
GetIT invites teams to build an app to solve a real issue. Participants learn 
practical digital and IT skills, work as a team, and gain self-confidence by 
presenting ideas. AWS GetIT launched in 2018, by the end of 2020, AWS 
estimates that over 23,000 students from 136 schools will have taken part. 
The diversity of the submissions reflects the issues facing young people; 
apps range from managing stress / mental health and helping teenagers 
come out about their sexuality, to encouraging consumption of recyclable 
products and planning ahead to complete schoolwork.

Four Year 8 students (Alina Loskutova, Ella Stewart, Joselyn Stewart, Emilia Seesurrun) entered, attending a Bootcamp 
at the Amazon London HQ in Liverpool Street. Students refined concepts and prepared for subsequent prototyping and 
testing phases. An AWS judging panel narrowed down the contenders, with the finalists pitching their ideas to an AWS 
Summit audience. This was our first year, so it was very new to us, but we learned a lot and are ready for 2020-2021.

Students are encouraged to adopt Amazon principles; learn and be curious, think big, invent, simplify and do more with 
less, earn trust and treat others respectfully, and dive deep - mastering the tiniest detail to the big picture. Along the way, 
they’re inspired and supported by female ambassadors from AWS and the wider IT industry.

2020 Headteacher visit to EBS STEM & Robotics

In January 2020, a group of Headteachers from across Europe visited EBS. 
As Mr Sadler is a VEX Robotics UK partner it was refreshing to welcome 
fellow European partners to collaborate with. They witnessed first-hand the 
high-quality learning that takes place in Robotics, Engineering and Coding as 
well as all things related to STEM and Digital Learning. Nothing but positive 
comments were received, and we were invited in turn to their schools as they 
were so impressed with what they had seen, but unfortunately it was cancelled 
due to Covid-19, but hopefully we can visit them next year.

Automative 30% Club/Autotrader

The Automotive 30% 
Club, brings together like-
minded individuals within 
the design and automotive 
industry, with an ambition 
to achieve diversity and 
inclusion. EBS participated 

in 2018, and were invited to deliver a speech at the 
Autotrader Head Quarters in Kings Cross late 2019.

The keynote presentation was delivered by five truly 
inspiring EBS students; Jada-Maya Modha-Weir, Sylvie 
Allen, Karen Takai, Vitorria Cavarerro and Amy Wheeler. 
All shared their positive experiences and how taking part 
has impacted them as individuals. Sixth Form student 
Amy Wheeler commented: “We became more aware of 
the variety of endless job opportunities this industry has 
to offer and we gained an understanding of the alternative 
ways to achieve a career within the sector, not just through 
going to university but also through apprenticeships.”

Following a technical fault, 14-year-old Jada-Maya Modha 
was forced to present solo on how she helps new students 
and runs the EBS Robotics Club. Jada also described 
running CPD sessions whilst in Year 9 for a Computing and 
D&T Head of Faculty from another schools, and setting-up 
robotics club for primary students. She was even offered a 
job by two members of the audience. An amazing morning 
and a great learning experience for EBS students.

Autodesk OTX

OTx EMEA is the flagship event for partners across 
EMEA in which Autodesk share their strategic messaging 
provided at OTC in Las Vegas. The event provided 
information and training for all Autodesk employees 
involved in technical, sales and marketing staff, for each of 
their major industries.

OTx EMEA took place in Copenhagen, Denmark in 
2018 sponsored by Autodesk. Jada-Maya Modha, Suzie 
Charalambous and Maddie Dalton of EBS Robotics gave 
a huge Keynote Speech on Robotics in Education as a 
platform for engaging Girls in STEM to 3000+ employees.

An assembly of their huge year of achievements was due 
to take place in 2019 but unfortunately it was postponed, 
as they were simply having a rollercoaster year of success 
and events in 2018, including being crowned THE BEST 
STEM CLUB IN LONDON!

RoboticsRobotics

EBS ROBOTICS
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Basketball

Year 7
A dedicated squad of Year 7 made huge progress in 
basketball this year. A largely inexperienced group of 
enthusiastic ballers came together to play in their first ever 
competitive basketball match. This was before many of 
them had been taught basketball in their lessons. In their 
first game they suffered a 36-2 defeat to Finchley Catholic.  
This might have discouraged some players from returning 
to the court but ALL of the boys battled on and showed 
great determination to succeed, scoring double figures in 
their last two fixtures.  If they continue to make progress as 
they have done this year they will be a force to be reckoned 
with in the future.

Cross Country

Our cross country runners earlier this year had another 
successful season. With several students getting scouted, 
achieving top 3 performances in the local league, qualifying 
for the Middlesex County Championships and one student 
(Elena Roncarati Year 11) racing at the English Schools’ 
Championships! We have seen a real increase in the 
uptake of running not just competitively but recreationally, 
with many of our students regularly running the Oakhill park 
run on a Saturday morning. During lockdown running may 
have been an important part of your routine and we hope to 
build on this momentum in the new academic year.

Congratulations must go to the following students who 
qualified for the Middlesex Championships held at Harrow 
School. Elena Roncarati who came 4th and qualified for 
the English Schools’ Competition. Daniel Banyard - Year 9, 
Tommy Narvaez-White - Year 8 and Hannah Hindmarch - 
Year 7. (L: Tommy Narvaez-White: M: Hannah Hindmarch: 
R: Daniel Banyard).

More Cross Country Achievements

Elena achieved a fantastic 25th place helping the Barnet 
team to finish in first place overall at the London Youth 
Games. 

Dance

EBS Dance Troupe
It has been an exciting year for the EBS Dance Troupe! It 
started with the girls’ involvement in the West End Cabaret 
Night! They performed a new piece inspired by Aladdin, 
designed to fit onto the cabaret stage, it was precise whilst 
bursting with energy. The piece included cheerleading tricks 
and Arabian costumes.  

Following the West End Cabaret night, the Dance Troupe 
grew in numbers and they all worked hard on their 
technique. All of the girls practised before school, at lunch 
and after school ready for the Barnet Dance Platform. They 

Sports
Round-Up

2019 - 2020

Sports Round-upSports Round-up

worked on the dance stimuli to develop their performance 
and communication of emotion and meaning. The girls 
were committed; they had to juggle other rehearsals for 
the school musical, photography and music! But they did 
it, what a team!  It wasn’t only choreography for this show 
-  for those of you that saw the auditorium there was a lot of 
dressing involved! Mrs Smith supported the event tirelessly 
to ensure the stage and tables were draped in black and 
gold. Thank you, Mrs Smith!   

After securing 2nd place at the Barnet Dance Platform 
hosted at EBS, the girls went on to represent the borough 
at the Copper Box Arena. Again the girls stepped up their 
rehearsal schedule to make sure they gave it their best 
shot, and what a performance! The girls blew Ms Tzouliou 
and I away, but more importantly, the judges! They owned 
the space, worked the crowd and gained 11th place out of 
25 teams across Greater London, what an achievement!  
The troupe was mostly made up of Year 7 students with 
a few Year 8s. Considering they were up against Year 9s, 
they certainly held their own! The girls were pleased with 
their success and they have already started to plan next 
year’s piece! 

Their last performance was at The Barnet Dance Festival. 
The students always enjoy performing on the professional 
stage at the Arts Depot. Anne Fisher and Kim Henderson 
surprise us every year with their creativity, choreography 
and organisational skills. They pull together quite a 
spectacular, not to be missed. The show includes students 
from primary schools, secondary schools and colleges.  
This year we were lucky enough to be dazzled by the 
London Studio Centre! What a treat! Each school had to 
introduce their piece to the Arts Depot audience before 
they begin to dance:

“We have all heard of the trials and tribulations that 
Syria and its people have had to endure. The trauma 
and devastation forced upon the country and its people. 
Buildings left in rubble, families torn apart, if not lost 
forever. Those remaining, left to walk for miles in the hope 
to seek refuge in other countries, giving up everything 
they own for the hope of survival. One day, families and 
friends are on the street; gossiping, laughing and playing, 
then next, they are frantically responding to an attack. 
Destroying the heart of a nation.”

The introduction had the audience gripped. The girls 
performed their daring piece on yet another stage like true 
professionals and what a great job they did!

It’s been an absolute pleasure to teach the dance group 
(Erin 8F, Eilicia 8G, Stella 8G, Sara 7D, Anastasia 7D, 
Georgia 7A, Elizabeth 7A, Christine 7D, Ruby 7D, Amy 
7D and Alice 8F). The Students always give it their best, 
they get themselves to extra rehearsals, juggle other 
commitments and always with a smile, even when injured 
they’re there to support one another!  

Parents! Not forgetting the parents! Thank you for getting 
the students to rehearsals before school, sitting-in on 
rehearsals and even supplying cupcakes, we couldn’t have 
done it without you.
Girls you have brought me so much joy this year, you 
really are super stars and I can’t wait to see what next year 
brings!

I hope you all have a lovely summer!
Ms Buczman

Football

Year 8 Football
The Year 8 Football team continued to make good progress 
from where they left off at the end of Year 7. The team 
moved up into the 11-a-side format which not only allowed 
more students to be involved, but also the opportunity for 
more fixtures due to more schools having the facilities.  

The team achieved some brilliant results, most notably 
against Compton, St. James, Wren Academy and 
Totteridge Academy. They put on a magnificent Barnet 
Cup run where they were in a final before all fixtures were 
postponed. The match against Totteridge Academy in the 
quarter-finals was a true comeback fairytale story, with the 
team 3-1 down with only minutes to spare. Kyron Bernard 
rescued the tie late in the day with two goals which took us 
to penalties, where fortunately we were victorious.  

There were a number of stand out performance throughout 
the season, but in terms of consistency, Ed Scrivener in 
goal and Anthony Maher in midfield were brilliant in every 
game they played. What I personally liked was that every 
game was played in the correct spirit, and Redmond 
Rexhepi should be commended in one match where his 
shot went through a hole in the side-netting of the goal, 
making it look like a goal had been scored. Before the 
team were even given the chance to celebrate, Redmond 
immediately told the referee it didn’t go in as there was 
some confusion with both the opposition and the referee.  
This brilliant attitude ran through the team for the rest of the 
season.

This team has some excellent talent and potential to do 
bigger and better things next year. I look forward to the 
start of the new season. Well done to all involved!
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Rugby

The push to enhance the status of rugby within 
comprehensive schools within the last five years has been 
huge. Most of the credit for this has to go to Saracens and 
their ‘reach’ programme. Fixture evenings and festivals 
have become the norm and students from all Key Stages 
have been given the opportunity to take part in rugby, at 
a competitive level. Being able to play at Saracen’s home 
ground, Allianz Park, is truly inspiring. On top of this, East 
Barnet were one of the few select schools to receive and 
experience elite coaching from members of the Saracen’s 
community team. This was targeted at Year 9 students, 
where coaches would come into lessons and deliver 
exciting and challenging new drills 
and games, enhancing the students’ 
progression and development 
within the game. The feedback from 
the students was excellent and 
we look forward to putting these 
developed attributes into competitive 
environments next year.

Volleyball

Our Year 9 boys were crowned Barnet Volleyball 
Champions in January, so they progressed to represent 
Barnet at the London Youth Games, hosted at the 
University of East London, in a spectacular venue with 33 
schools competing for the title of ‘Best Borough in London’. 
It is worth mentioning that it was an under-15 competition 
so our Year 9 squad of James Larkins, Ryan Lura, Jake 
Ward, Leo Napoli, Evan Hoskins and Daniel Banyard were 
all competing against students in Year 10, an incredible 
achievement in its own right. The standard of volleyball was 
extremely high and the boys managed to win two of their 
five group games and fell just one point short of qualifying 
for the knockout stage. Just to put this into context, EBS 
performed brilliantly against Haringey and Wandsworth 
losing to each of these boroughs by a single point. Both 
of these boroughs went on to finish 2nd and 3rd in the 
whole tournament. The boys should be incredibly proud of 
themselves for playing some magnificent volleyball in the 
process and are certainly well prepared to go one better 
next year when they are in Year 10!

Sports Round-upSports Round-up

Year 11 Football
Due to the pandemic and school closures, unsurprisingly the football season was suspended and then cancelled. This 
is not the way we wanted things to end for any of our teams but especially the current Year 11s. For this particular 
year group, it would have been the last opportunity for them all to play together, as some of the team will seek other 
opportunities away from EBS. I wanted to take this opportunity to praise the commitments of all those who have played 
for the last five years, it truly has been a privilege to work alongside you and see you develop from boys into young men. 
We have had so many successes, and created memories that will long be remembered. Your highlights include winning 
both the Barnet Cup and Barnet League. My next year group will have a hard act to follow. Thank you, gents!

1st XI Football
The 1st XI Football Team competed in the Barnet League and Cup this year. Solid wins in the league against Ashmole 
and St. Andrews and hard fought draws against Finchley Catholic and St. James School placed the team in a play-off 
position, but unfortunately the league was unable to conclude. In the Barnet Cup the team received a bye in the 1st round 
and secured a semi-final place with a victory over Christ College. As with the league, the competition was unable to 
conclude. Led by captain, Alex Molloy, the team have been a pleasure to work with this year.

Barnet School Sports Partnership Participation

Throughout the year, EBS have participated in a wide variety of School Games and BPSS events. 
Well done to all students that represented the school competing against other schools from across the 
borough in these events:

Senior Netball Tournament; Cross Country; Year 10 Netball Tournament; KS4 Boys Badminton; KS4 
Girls Badminton; KS3 Boys Badminton; Year 7 and Year 8 Girls Sportshall Athletics; Year 7 and Year 8 Boys Sportshall 
Athletics; U15 Girls’ Cricket; U15 Boys’ Volleyball; KS3 Dance Competition; Barnet Dance Festival.

A special mention to the U15 Boys Volleyball Team and KS3 Dance Group. Both won their respected borough 
competitions and progressed to represent the borough of Barnet at the London School Games Finals.

V Pender, School Games Organiser 

Physical Education Next Year

We had so many exciting plans for our PE curriculum this year. We made connections with Saracens Rugby Club who 
were delivering lessons to our Year 9 students. We had planned to take our Year 10s to the Oak Hill Bowls Club for their 
PE lessons and our level 1 and 2 cycle training with Cycle Confident was due to begin in April. We were also hoping to 
make use of the new gym in New Barnet for our older students. All of these plans have not been forgotten for next year 
and we hope to build upon the wide provision our students experience at EBS. We are planning to offer swimming in Year 
7 and 8 as well as look into our role in the provision of maintaining a healthy mind and activities such as yoga are likely to 
play a part in this. 

It is important that we get the students views as to what they want to see at part of their PE provision. So please fill out 
this short survey so we can take these views into account.

https://forms.gle/7Ex895HcfWeEeXHq9

Mrs C. Hammond, Head of PE

BPSS Awards Evening

At the beginning of this academic year we were thrilled to find out we had been shortlisted for three awards:

• Secondary Team of the Year - Year 10 Netball Team.

• Young leaders award - Year 9 Sports Leaders.

• Outstanding Young Performer of the Year Award - Nadir Ibrahim, Year 11, Boxing.

We already knew we had won the ‘Best Secondary School Participation Award’ which was due to the amount of 
competitions we had entered throughout that year. This is an award we have won for the past four years and we are 
immensely proud of this achievement. 

On the night we were thrilled to find out the Year 10 Netball Team had won the team of the year award and here they are 
receiving their trophy:

https://forms.gle/7Ex895HcfWeEeXHq9
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Life in Lockdown at EBS

20th March: Students left us with well wishes from teachers

Easter Eggs were delivered as a special treat. Some students held a lockdown gig.

Students of key workers had lots of fun during lockdown.

EBS donated all their science goggles to the NHS, as well as making visors and mask clips.

EBS donated artwork to the new Nightingale Hospital.

The school garden got lots of attention and produce was used in the school canteen.

The school was redesigned to be Covid friendly.

Members of the community were displaying rainbows in 
their window as a message of hope to the public during the 
lockdown. Here is our very own EBS Rainbow.

20th March 2020 - LOCKDOWN
On 20th March 2020, all students left the school as the country prepared to go into lockdown. Teachers had to find a new 
way to teach, support staff had to find a new way to support, and leaders had to find a new way to lead. #TeamEBS rose 
to the challenge and with the support of the EBS community, we got through it together.

@EastBarnetSch your video in 
the last newsletter brought a tear 
to my eye. Thank you for being so 
caring of all the students. I am so 
happy my three children can call 

themselves EBS students.

Massive shoutout to the staff @EastBarnetSch 
that have been incredible with their support 
during this crisis, weekly newsletters, staff 

replying to emails and even staff working over 
the half term to deliver sixth formers their 

leavers hoodies!!!! Thank you

Brilliant by all the teachers 
@EastBarnetSch today, 
lining the corridor to clap 

all the students out
Nice touch
#respect

Wonderful 
teachers, 
wonderful 

school.
Stay safe
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Student Work During Lockdown

Whether it be cooking, photographing, drawing, or writing, the students have been keeping busy during lockdown and we 
would love to share some of their escapades with you.

Year 9 Lockdown Artwork Based on the Theme ‘Protest’

The Art Department has encouraged all students to continue their creative project work by setting assignments in-line with 
normal Art projects, adapted for remote learning. The dedication, excellent effort, research and organisational skills shown 
by the students has really impressed us. Below are just a few examples of their art. We are currently planning a display of 
work from all key stages for students to see when they return to school. Well done EBS Artists! Excellent work!

Year 7 Have Been Busy!

Miss Manzi has kept her Year 7s busy during lockdown by 
setting them weekly challenges. They have produced a 
phenomenal amount of amazing work - enough to fill this 
whole magazine! Unfortunately, we are only able to include 
a few examples below. Well done, Year 7!

Early morning starts no more,
At home learning all day every day,
Sitting at my desk working hard and trying my best,
Teaching myself how to overcome the hurdles thrown my way.

Baking and sewing are now my strengths,
And arts and crafts are my favourites,
Running in the morning wakes me up,
Not forgetting all the tasty lunches I make,
Eating sandwiches, fruit and smoothies,
Turning back to the books over and over again.

Seeing my friends I miss so much,
Can’t wait to see everyone when we get back,
Having to be in Year 8 so quickly,
Only makes me feel more excited,
Or the fact that my brother will also be starting,
Lockdown 2020 no more.

By Georgia Demetriou

Year 8 D&T Challenge

Using symbols, machines, tools and safety symbols, Year 8 
were tasked with designing a new sign for D&T.

A Lockdown Concert

Being in lockdown cannot stop the musical talent at EBS! 
We present to you, a very special musical treat from 
students (and a couple of staff): https://bit.ly/2Wccbxx

Eid in Lockdown

We are really lucky that Ms Idrees shared an 
article with us about her experiences of Eid 
in lockdown this year. It is really fascinating! 
Please click https://bit.ly/32b2O4X to read.

Did You See Our Video?

Whilst in lockdown, staff created a video for students to let 
them know just 
how much we 
miss them! If 
you missed it, 
or if you loved 
it, you can see 
it again here: 
https://bit.
ly/32aHdK0

KS3 and KS4 Cooking

In case you were wondering why you couldn’t get hold of 
eggs or flour when we first went into lockdown; the EBS 
students were busy baking and cooking!

Year 8 Mini Worlds

Year 8 Digital Media students have been busy creating mini 
worlds, using their imaginations and digital media skills to 
good effect to create exotic scenes from around the world. 
Taking objects from their homes, they recreated famous 
artworks, photo landscapes and scenes from films. Stella 
Solomou made some pretty realistic-looking wildlife scenes 
in her garden and Joselyn Stewart took us on a mini trip 
to Paris and the South Seas. Lewis Welch displayed his 
knowledge of computing by recreating a famous meme 
in Lego. We also had fantastic contributions from, among 
others, Alina Loskutova as Katniss Everdeen and Charlotte 
Vald’s guinea pig, who struck a pose for the mini world. 

Year 8 Poetry

These students were asked to write a poem using a range 
of poetic techniques on a subject of their choice. Both 
poems were written from home and use lovely imagery to 
explore the beauty of the natural world and beyond.

Little Light in Space by William Ward

By Jupiter and further I gaze 
At Titans striding through the solar flares 
They seem to have so little in the way of cares 
As they cut through the universal haze

None mean sincerely to be critical 
And each they claim it makes no difference 
Every time observed really means no offence 
But I know they despise my orbit elliptical 

Love Venus, turn heat on Mercury or rest on Uranus 
Sat on Mars to watch from afar the stars 
Swim the Neptune seas in tranquillity or pollute the blue 
planet with your cars 
Deep into the nightened sky I lie in wait barely luminous  

So send your celestial spies  
Further still into your own known unknown  
Where I have always stood alone 
And whisper to me that I am not a planet in your eyes

The Kingfisher by Isabelle Dickens

The water lay still
The reeds gently swaying in the summer breeze
Circling the pond, the tall majestic trees
The small glade motionless, until

The Kingfisher darts between the branches
Disturbing the leaves
Narrowly dodging a swarm of bees
All through the grass, the Kingfisher dances

Coming to rest on a branch up high
Surveilling the pond
Watching through a lacy frond
A splash on the surface has caught his eye

Swooping over the pond, he swiftly dives in
Catching a fish now clamped in his beak
He eagerly swallows a well-earned treat
The ripple subsides, and the glade is peaceful again

Spring through my window - pictures for the NHS.

Make a rainbow out of things in your house.

Use toilet rolls to make something that moves.

Write an acrostic poem using East Barnet School.

https://bit.ly/2Wccbxx
https://bit.ly/32b2O4X
https://bit.ly/32aHdK0
https://bit.ly/32aHdK0
https://bit.ly/32aHdK0
https://bit.ly/2Wccbxx


Our Thoughts are 
with You.

As a school we would like to offer our gratitude to 
all key workers who worked tirelessly throughout the 

Covid-19 lockdown and continue to do so. Their tenacity, 
determination and selflessness is inspiring and as a 

community we honour and thank you.

We would like to offer our deepest and heart-felt 
condolences to all members of our community who 

were bereaved during this terrible pandemic.
Our thoughts and sympathies are with you.

#staysafe

Follow us on Twitter: @EastBarnetSch


